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1 Theoretical overview 

Note: This note is for the Global Industry Model only. More information on system requirements, using 

menus, changing variables and running scenarios can be found in the Model User Guide, available to 

download on our website here by selecting the User Guide from the menu on the right hand side. 

The Oxford Global Industry Model (GIM) is used to forecast over 100 sectors across 68 countries. Gross 

value added and gross output forecasts are available across all countries and sectors, with capital 

expenditure available for 35 countries across all sectors, and output price data available for the US, Japan, 

China, Germany, France, UK and Italy. Data are classified using the NACE revision 2 sector classification at 

the 2-digit level, with more detail available in most manufacturing sectors. Forecasts are updated on a 

quarterly basis and take into account the latest production data available, as well as changes to the 

macroeconomic environment and corporate and regulatory developments. 

Sector forecasts are driven by aggregate demand from three regional blocs – Americas; Asia-Pacific; and 

Europe-Middle East-Africa – as well as by national trends. Sector demand from the three blocs is allocated to 

individual industries using weights based on regional input-input relationships. These relationships – derived 

from input-output tables – show the share of each industry’s output that is driven by total final expenditure 

(consumer spending, investment, government spending and exports) and by intermediate demand. The 

model also takes into account the impacts of changes in competitiveness on an industry’s market share both 

regionally and domestically.  

Estimates for total final expenditure are derived at a regional level using forecasts taken from the Oxford 

Global Economic Model (GEM). These are weighted together using input-output relationships to derive a 

regional estimate of final demand for a given sector. At the same time, an estimate for intermediate demand 

is derived using supply-chain linkages between production sectors, based primarily on the input-output 

tables. Regional aggregate demand for a given sector is calculated as the sum of final demand plus 

intermediate demand. Finally, total demand for a given sector is estimated using trade weights between the 

three aggregate regions. 

At the country level, movements in competitiveness (which is a function of exchange rates and relative 

energy and wage costs) are taken into account. Together with total demand at a regional level, this is used to 

derive a forecast for gross value added in a particular sector. Production in this sector, in turn, feeds back 

into the regional supply chain.  

The input-output structure of the GIM allows for scenario analysis resulting from macro-economic 

developments. The GIM acts as a satellite model to the GEM; macroeconomic outputs taken from a scenario 

run on the GEM can be used as inputs in the GIM. The GIM in turn gives an impact on each sector, taking 

into account changes to the macroeconomic environment and to a sectors’ competitiveness. 

The modelling approach uses error correction dynamics, which model short-run deviations from a longer-

term fundamental statistical relationship. In essence, if the level of a given sector is higher than suggested by 

the long-run relationship of the model in a given period, then the error correction mechanism of the model will 

exert downward pressure to bring the level gradually back into line with the long-run relationship over 

subsequent periods. This improves the accuracy and reliability of the short-term forecasts. In the short run, 

the model is based on estimated dynamics in the key driving variables. By incorporating an error correction 

term, in the longer-term, we ensure that the series converges back to its long-run equilibrium growth rate. 

Stylistically, the equation for gross value-added output in sector X in a given country would take the below 

form: 

dlog(ZYX) = C0 + C1 * dlog(TDX$) + C2 * dlog(COMPX) – C3 * {(log(ZYX(-1)) - (log(TDX$(-1)) + C4 * 

log(COMPX(-1))}  

http://www.oxfordeconomics.com/my-oxford/global-economic-model?back=/my-oxford/by-region&backname=By%20Region
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where ZYX is the output of sector X in value-added terms, TDX$ is total sector demand (at a regional level) – 

consisting of the sum of final demand (consumer spending, investment, government spending and exports) 

and intermediate demand (determined using supply chain relationships in the input-output tables), and 

COMPX is the measure of country competitiveness. Dlog is the first difference of the natural logarithm and 

log is the natural logarithm, and the Ci, coefficients are estimated elasticities, representing the following: 

C0: The constant term 

C1: The short-term sensitivity to changes in sector demand 

C2: The short-term sensitivity to changes in competitiveness 

C3: The error correction term. This is the speed of convergence to which output converges back to its 

estimated long-run potential. 

C4: The long-run sensitivity of sector output to competitiveness. 

(Note that an elasticity of 1 has been imposed on sector demand in the long-term) 

The model is demand-driven in the sense that production in each sector equals the calculated final and 

intermediate demand. If capacity constraints are binding in certain sectors and countries in the near term, 

these are taken on board by Oxford’s team of sector experts using off-model tools. 

Gross value-added is used to forecast gross output (analogous to turnover or top-line sales). Gross output is 

modelled as a multiple of gross value added. This ratio is a function of energy costs, the share of energy in 

production and the price elasticity of demand for energy.  
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2 Model coverage 

2.1 Country coverage 

The GIM covers 68 using a mix of quarterly and annual models. It should be noted that the data and 

forecasts for countries that use annual models are still updated on a quarterly basis. Full country coverage is 

summarised below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Americas

Argentina (Q) Ecuador (A)

Brazil (Q) Mexico (Q)

Canada (Q) Uruguay (A)

Chile (Q) US (Q)

Colombia (Q) Venezuela (A)

Middle East and Africa

Bahrain (A) Oman (A)

Egypt (A) Qatar (A)

Iraq (A) Saudi Arabia (A)

Israel (A) South Africa (A)

Kuwait (A) UAE (A)
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2.2 Sector coverage 

We cover 100 sectors in the GIM, including headline sectors, aggregations and subsectors. Sectors are 

organised according the NACE revision 2 industrial classification, the standard classification used in Europe. 

Mappings to other common classification, such as NAICS, the North American classification, can be provided 

on request. A full list of sectors covered in our service (including model mnemonics) is listed in the Appendix 

of this report. Knowing a variable’s model mnemonic can make it easier to search for a variable in the Run 

Model software or in the View & Download data facility. Broadly speaking, our sector coverage can be 

divided into the below main classifications: 
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2.3 Variable coverage 

There are several metrics covered in our model. The main metric used in the model is value-added 

production, a measure of output that excludes intermediate consumption. GDP is a value-added measure, so 

value-added output can be considered akin to sector GDP. Indeed, at a whole economy level, GVA = GDP + 

subsidies - (direct, sales) taxes. We also cover gross output by sector. Gross output is a measure of sector 

output that includes intermediate consumption. In nominal terms, gross output can be used as a proxy for 

market size or sales.  

We also cover investment by sector for 35 countries. Investment in our service is a gross fixed capital 

formation measure by firms operating in the sector. This measures the acquisition of fixed assets minus the 

disposals of fixed assets. Financial investments are excluded, as is repair and maintenance (that is, only new 

investments are included).  

Furthermore, we are currently rolling out data on profits by sector. As of March 2017, profits had been added 

for 11 countries. Profits are defined in our model as a gross operating surplus measure. Gross operating 

surplus is equal to GVA less compensation of employees less net taxes on production. As such, it can be 

interpreted as a broad measure of profits covering all companies, rather than a measure of only publicly 

traded companies. The closest financial accounting measure is EBITDA. 

Other variables included in our model include producer prices by sector for seven countries, unit car, light 

truck and heavy truck registrations and production and total stock of vehicles on road, and crude steel 

production in tonnes. In addition, the model includes key macroeconomic drivers, such as GDP and 

expenditure components, industrial production, exchange rates and commodity prices. A list of the main 

variables, including model mnemonic, is included in the table below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where possible our data are sourced from local statistical agencies. Where data are unavailable, we use 

data from international sources, such as Eurostat, the OECD, the IMF, Stats Canada, UNIDO and 

COMTRADE data. For output data, we use the gross value-added measure of output by sector, usually 

released with the national accounts. This gives a measure of output consistent with overall GDP. A detailed 

breakdown of production sectors is created using local industrial production data and weights. The industrial 

production data are then scaled, so that they sum to extraction, manufacturing and utilities GVA released 

from the national accounts. As a result, users will notice that our published output data often do not match 

the published industrial production data from local sources. More information on the scaling process is 

covered in the next section.  

 

Pre-scaled value-added output ZYx

Scale factors SFYx

Value-added output Yx

Value-added output indices Qx

Gross output GYx

Fixed investment (subset of countries) Ix

Prices (subset of countries) Px

Employment (UK only) Ex

Profits (subset of countries) PRx
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3 Scaling in the GIM 

Value-added forecasts in the model are automatically scaled so that the top-down forecasts (GDP) are 

consistent with the bottom-up forecasts (sum of value-added in the sub-sectors). Essentially, this means that 

the total size of the economy is fixed. At a headline level, that is for agriculture, extraction, manufacturing, 

utilities, construction and headline service sectors, this scaling happens in the GEM. The scaled GVA 

variables are copied across to the GIM in a scenario run, and this forms the constraint from which the sub-

sector detail is determined.  

For this section of the methodology document, we will look at the scaling that occurs in the manufacturing 

sector, but it should be noted that there is analogous scaling in the extraction, utilities and construction 

sectors as well. The scaling process works in the same way that it does for manufacturing.  

The main driving variables in the GIM, also known as pre-scaled measure of value-added output, start with 

ZY. Within the manufacturing sector, ZYM is the sum of all the bottom-up manufacturing forecasts, that is, 

ZYM = ΣZYx across all manufacturing subsectors x. YM, or manufacturing GVA, is consistent with the 

national accounts, and as mentioned above, forecasts for this variable are driven by the GEM. The pre-

scaled variables, ZYx, are scaled using a scale factors SFYM to ensure consistency with YM, where ZYM = 

YM / ZYM. These give an output variable, YM, consistent with the top-down view. The scaling process is 

summarised by the following equations: 

ZYx = f(regional demand, competitiveness) 

ZYM = ΣZYx 

SFYM = YM / ZYM 

Yx = ZYx * SFYM 

The implication of this process is that the size of the manufacturing sector (YM) is fixed, so any changes to 

ZYx will result in changes to all other sectors through the scale. To change the size of the manufacturing 

sector as a whole, the user can change YM directly. A system is currently being added to the model to make 

this process easier for the user.      
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4 Updating macroeconomics forecasts 

The GIM is updated on a quarterly basis, in early-March, early-June, early-September and early-December. 

The macroeconomic assumptions used to update the forecasts are consistent with the GEM forecast 

released about two weeks prior (in February, May, August and November). In the interim rounds, the GIM 

can be updated using updated macroeconomic baseline assumptions (say, updating the August industry 

base with an October macro base). The updating a macroeconomic forecast is simple to do using the model, 

by following the below steps: 

1.) From an active GIM baseline database (eg – Aug1i.db), click on Advanced on the top ribbon, then 

Update from Global Economic Model: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.) Select the Global Economic Model input database to use as a baseline (eg – Oct1.db) 

3.) Name a new Global Industry database (eg – Oct1i.db). This will be consistent with the Oct1.db 

Global Economic Baseline.  

4.) Change the solution dates to cover about one year of history. Click on continue to solve the model. 
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5 Running scenarios in the GIM 

One of the key advantages of the GIM is that it can be used to determine the sectoral impact of scenarios 

run on the GEM. To do this, run a scenario as normal using the GEM. This can be done using the Popular 

Changes button, through Specify changes, by typing numbers into the model directly, or even by uploading a 

spreadsheet or (for advanced users) using an eqn file. When solving the model, create a GEM output 

database, as normal (give it a descriptive name, such as Oil50.db, so it is easy to identify the shock done). 

Tick the box that says Update Global Industry Model. Select an input database (consistent with the active 

GEM baseline, eg Oct1i.db) and name a that is easy to remember (eg Oil50i.db). Click Apply, then solve the 

model, as below: 
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6 Industry dashboards 

When solving the model, the user is given the user is given the option to open the model dashboards once 

the model has finished solving. The dashboards are meant to give the user a brief overview of the result. 

There are two forms of the industry dashboards: 

 Cross-country dashboards: These show the impact on one sector for the major global producers 

(the US, China, Japan, Eurozone, Germany, France, Italy, UK, Brazil, India, Russia, World). Note 

that these countries are pre-programmed into the dashboard, but the same data for additional 

countries can be obtained from the view and download data facility, discussed in the next section 

 By-country dashboards: These show the impact across several sectors for one country at a time 

(although more than one country can be shown on a graph). The by-country dashboards are 

available for headline sectors, consumer goods manufacturing sectors, intermediate goods sectors, 

investment goods sectors and service sectors 

The transformation of the data displayed in the chart can be changed from percentage y/y to any other 

transformation of the data (eg – in levels or q/q percentage growth, for example). All dashboard charts can 

be downloaded and saved as a .png image. 
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7 View & download data facility 

All indicators can be viewed and downloaded to Excel using the view and download data facility. For users 

familiar with Oxford Economics’ online data facilities, this facility should look familiar. Data can be selected 

using the step-by-step tree branch indicators. Locations and indicators are also searchable from the search 

bar, as shown below:  

 

Selections created in this facility can be saved and retrieved again. A selection will automatically be updated 

using the active database(s) when opened.  

The active selection can be downloaded to Excel through the download button. Data can also be charted 

using the chart function. Selecting Chart Content allows the user to change the series displayed in the chart. 

Charts can be downloaded into a PNG or JPEG file. The map function gives the user a visual representation 

of the data by geography. View & Download Data Facility selections can also be retrieved using the Oxford 

Economics Excel plug-in. 
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Appendix: Full sector coverage 

 

 

Section Description SIC 2007/NACE SIC2003/NACE Model mnemonics

2007 2003
rev 2 codes rev 1 codes

IIS model Macro model

A A+B Agriculture, forestry & fisheries 01+02+03 01+02+05 xA xxxAGR

B C Extraction 05+06+07+08+09 10 to 14 xE xxxMIN

Oil & natural gas extraction 06 11 xOIL

Extraction excluding oil 05+07+08+09 10, 12 to 14 xEXOIL

Coal & lignite mining 05 10 xCOAL

Other extraction activities 07+08+09 12 to 14 xOTHE

C D Manufacturing 10 to 33 15 to 37 xM xxxMAN

Food, beverages & tobacco 10+11+12 15+16 xFDBVT

Food & beverages 10+11 15 xFDBV

Food 10 15 less 15.9 xFD

Beverages 11 159 xBV

Tobacco 12 16 xTOBC

Textiles, leather & clothing 13+14+15 17+18+19 xTEXT

Textiles 13 17 xTETEX

Garments etc 14 18 xTECLO

Leather goods 15 19 xTELEA

Wood & wood products 16 20 xWOOD

Paper & printing 17+18 21+22 xPAPR

Pulp & paper 17 21 xPAPB

Printing & recorded media 18 22.2+22.3 xPAPT

Fuel, chemicals, rubber & plastic 19+20+21+22 23+24+25 xFCHR

Coke & refined petroleum products 19 23 xFUEL

Chemicals & phamaceuticals 20+21 24 xCHEM

Chemicals 20 24 less 244 xCHXPHA

Basic chemicals & fertilisers 20.1 241 xCHBAS

Pesticides & other agrochemicals 20.2 242 xCHAGR

Paints, varnishes etc 20.3 243 xCHPNT

Soaps, detergents etc 20.4 245 xCHSOP

Other chemicals nec 20.5 246 xCHOTH

Man-made fibres 20.6 247 xCHMMF

Pharmaceuticals 21 244 xCHPHA

Rubber & plastics 22 25 xRUBP

Section Description SIC 2007/NACE SIC2003/NACE Model mnemonics

2007 2003
rev 2 codes rev 1 codes

IIS model Macro model

Non-metallic minerals 23 26 xMINL

Glass 23.1 261 xMLGL

Ceramic, clay & refractory products 23.2+23.3+23.4 262 xMLCER

Cement, plaster, concrete etc 23.5 to 23.9 263 to 268 xMLCSN

Basic metals & metal products 24+25 27+28 xBMETP

Basic metals 24 27 xBMET

Iron & steel 24.1+24.2+24.3 271 to 273 xBMIST

Non-ferrous metals 24.4 274 xBMNFR

Casting 24.5 275 xBMCST

Metal products n.e.c 25 28+29.6 xMETP

High-tech goods 26 30,32,33 xELC

Computers & office equipment 26.2 30 xCOMP

Electronic engineering 26.1 + 26.3 + 26.4 32 xELEC32

Electric components & boards 26.1 (includes electronic boards) 321 xELCMP

Telecommunication equipment 26.3 322 xELTEL

Consumer electronics 26.4 323 xELCSM

Precision & optical instruments 26.5+26.6+26.7+26.8 33 xPREC

Medical & surgical equipment 26.6 331 xPRMED

Other precision equipment 26.5+26.7+26.8 332 to 335 xPROTH

Elec. machinery & apparatus 27 31 xELEC31

Motors, generators & transformers 27.1 311 xELPWR

Electric fittings 27.2+27.3+27.4 312 to 315 xELDIS

Domestic appliances 27.5 297 xMEDOM

Other electrical equipment 27.9 316 xELOTH

Mechanical engineering 28 29 xMECH

General purpose machinery 28.1+28.2 291 + 292 xMEGPM

Motors etc except for vehicles 28.1 291 xMEPWR

Oth. general purpose machinery 28.2 292 xMEOGN

Special purpose machinery 28.3+28.4+28.9 xMESPM

Agricultural machinery 28.3 293 xMEAGR

Machine tools 28.4 294 xMEMAC

Oth. special purpose machinery 28.9 295 xMEOTH

Mining, quarrying & constuction 28.92 29.52 xMEOTHMIN
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Section Description SIC 2007/NACE SIC2003/NACE Model mnemonics

2007 2003
rev 2 codes rev 1 codes

IIS model Macro model

Transport equipment 29+30 34 + 35 xMOTRA

Motor vehicles & parts 29 34 xMOTR

Motor vehicles 29.1 341 xMOVEH

Motor vehicle bodies & parts 29.2+29.3 342+343 xMOPRT

Other means of transport 30 35 xOTRA

Aerospace 30.3 353 xOTAER

Ships, rolling stock & etc. 30 less 30.3 35 less 353 xOTNES

Furniture manufacturing 31 361 xOTHF

Other manufacturing, n.e.c. 32 36 less 36.1 xOTHM

Repair & installation of machinery 33 xREPAIR

D+E E Utilities 35+36+37+38+39 40 + 41 xU xxxU

Industrial production (ex. Construction) 05 to 39 10 to 41 xP xxxIND

F F Construction 41 to 43 45 xC xxxCON

Total production industries (incl. construction) 05 to 43 10 to 45 xT

Distribution, transport, storage & communications 50-64 xDTRC xxxTRD

Distribution, accommodtion & catering 50-55 xDIS xxxDIS

G G Retail & wholesale distribution 45,46,47 50-52 xDISTR xxxDISTR

I H Accommodation & catering 55,56 55 xHOTL xxxHOTL

I Transport, storage & communications 49+50+51+52+53+58 to 63 60-64 xTRACOM xxxTRACOM

H Transport & storage 49+50+51+52+53 60-63+64.1 xTRA xxxTRA

J Information & communications 58 to 63 64.2 (telecoms)+72 xCOM xxxCOM

Financial & business services 64 to 82 65 to 74 ex. 72 xFIBU xxxFINB

K J Financial services 64 to 66 65 to 67 xFIN xxxFIN

K Business services 68 to 82 70,71,73,74 (72 now in info) xBUS xxxBUS

L Real estate activities 68 70 xREAL

M,N Other business services 69-82 71,73,74 xBUSOTH

Government & community services 84-99 75-99 excluding 90 xOTH xxxNMKT

Public services 84 to 88 75 to 85 xPUBLIC xxxPUB

O L Public admin, defence & social security 84 75 xPAD xxxGOV

P M Education 85 80 xEDUC xxxEDU

Q N Health care & social work 86 to 88 85 xHEAL xxxHEAL

R,S,T,U O,P,Q  Other services 90 to 99 91 to 99 xOTHS xxxOTHS

Services 45-99 50-99 xS

Section Description SIC 2007/NACE SIC2003/NACE Model mnemonics

2007 2003
rev 2 codes rev 1 codes

IIS model Macro model

less  FISIM (financial intermediation services indirectly measured)

equals  GROSS VALUE ADDED at basic prices 01 TO 99 01 TO 99 xGVA GVA

plus Net taxes on products & subsidies (incl. stat. discrep.) xNIT

equals GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT at market prices GDP GDP

Constructed Aggregates

Consumer goods xCON

Consumer non-durables

FDBVT+TEXT+PAPT+CHPHA+CHS

OP

FDBVT+TEXT+PAPT+CHPHA+C

HSOP xCONN

Consumer durables MEDOM+ELCSM+OTHM+OTHF MEDOM+ELCSM+OTHM xCOND

Intermediate goods

WOOD+PAPB+FUEL+CHBAS+CHA

GR+CHPNT+CHOTH+CHMMF+RUB

P+MINL+BMET+ELDIS+ELOTH+ELC

MP+REPAIR

WOOD+PAPB+FUEL+CHBAS+CH

AGR+CHPNT+CHOTH+CHMMF+

RUBP+MINL+BMET+ELDIS+ELO

TH+ELCMP xINT

Investment goods

METP+MEPWR+MEOGN+MEAGR+

MEMAC+MEOTH+COMP+ELPWR+E

LTEL+PREC+MOTRA

METP+MEPWR+MEOGN+MEAG

R+MEMAC+MEOTH+MEWEP+CO

MP+ELPWR+ELTEL+PREC+MOT

RA xINV

Engineering & metal goods 25+28+27 28+29+31 xENG

Electrical engineering 27+ 26.1 + 26.3 + 26.4 31+32 xELEC

Electrical, optical & high-tech 26+27 30+31+32+33 xELO

Other IIS variables

Crude steel production (mn tonnes) STEEL

Car production (units) PNC

Car sales (units) RNC

CV production (units) PNT

CV sales (units) RNT

Car parc (units) SNC
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